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Abstract: As a critical infrastructure of cloud computing, data center networks
(DCNs) directly determine the service performance of data centers, which provide
computing services for various applications such as big data processing and arti-
ficial intelligence. However, current architectures of data center networks suffer
from a long routing path and a low fault tolerance between source and destination
servers, which is hard to satisfy the requirements of high-performance data center
networks. Based on dual-port servers and Clos network structure, this paper pro-
posed a novel architecture RClos to construct high-performance data center net-
works. Logically, the proposed architecture is constructed by inserting a dual-port
server into each pair of adjacent switches in the fabric of switches, where switches
are connected in the form of a ring Clos structure. We describe the structural prop-
erties of RClos in terms of network scale, bisection bandwidth, and network dia-
meter. RClos architecture inherits characteristics of its embedded Clos network,
which can accommodate a large number of servers with a small average path
length. The proposed architecture embraces a high fault tolerance, which adapts
to the construction of various data center networks. For example, the average path
length between servers is 3.44, and the standardized bisection bandwidth is 0.8 in
RClos(32, 5). The result of numerical experiments shows that RClos enjoys a
small average path length and a high network fault tolerance, which is essential
in the construction of high-performance data center networks.

Keywords: Data center networks; dual-port server; clos structure; high-
performance

1 Introduction

Data center networks (DCNs) accommodate a large number of servers and switches with high-speed
links, which is an infrastructure of data centers to provide information services [1–3]. The structure of
data center networks defines the connection relationship between switches and servers physically, which
directly determines the level of service for users.
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According to forwarding mechanisms, current data center networks can be classified into two categories:
switch-centric and server-centric [4,5]. In switch-centric data center networks, the forwarding of data is
completely borne by switches, where servers undertake data calculation and storage. The representative
works include Fat-Tree [4], VL2 [6], Jellyfish [7], and S2 [8]. In server-centric data center networks, data
forwarding is undertaken jointly by switch and server, or by multi-port server entirely where the switch is
treated as a cross connector of the network. The representative works include DCell [5], BCube [9], FiConn
[10] and CamCube [11,12]. However, the above server-centric architectures suffer from a large average path
length and low fault tolerance, which is difficult to construct a high-performance data center network.

In this paper, we proposed a novel high-performance server-centric data center network RClos, which
deploys commercial switches and dual-port servers to build its architecture. Logically, RClos is constructed
by inserting a dual-port server into each pair of adjacent switches in the fabric of switches where switches
are connected into a ring Clos structure. The proposed RClos inherits characteristics of the embedded ring
Clos structure, which embraces a large scale of servers, a high bandwidth and a small network diameter.
For example, RClos 24; 5ð Þ and RClos 48; 5ð Þ can accommodate 8640 and 69120 servers with a network
diameter of 5, respectively. With a network diameter of 6, RClos 24; 7ð Þ and RClos 48; 7ð Þ can
accommodate 145152 and 2322432 servers, respectively. We provided the connection and proved the
properties of the RClos structure, which indicates the proposed architecture enjoys various advantages in
constructing high-performance networks. We describe the structural properties of RClos in terms of network
scale, bisection bandwidth, and network diameter in theory. The result of experiments on RClos 24; 5ð Þ
shows that RClos enjoys a small average routing path, and it holds this property with a high server failure
rate. The result demonstrates that RClos embraces a high transmission efficiency and fault tolerance, which
can satisfy the requirements of high-performance data center networks.

This paper makes two contributions as follows. Firstly, we propose a high-performance structure RClos
and present the detailed connection method through coordinates. Secondly, this paper describes the
properties of RClos by theoretical proof and experimental results, which gives the structural performance
of the proposed architecture objectively.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work of data center
networks, and Section 3 describes the construction of RClos. Section 4 proves the properties of RClos,
and Section 5 presents simulation experiments. Section 6 summarizes this paper and describes future work.

2 Related Work

Based on the forwarding mechanism of networks, current architectures fall into switch-centric data
center networks and server-centric data center networks. This section presents related work of data center
networks in two categories, respectively.

2.1 Switch-Centric Data Center Networks

In switch-centric data center networks, servers undertake the function of data calculation and storage,
and the task of data forwarding is entirely born by switches. A remarkable feature of this kind of
networks is that each server is attached to a switch and does not participate in the interconnection
between switches.

To solve the problems of scalability, network bandwidth, and single node failure, Fat-tree architecture
was proposed, where the fabric of switches is a folded 5-stage Clos structure [4]. Based on Clos
structure, servers in Fat-tree can achieve a bandwidth oversubscription ratio of 1:1. Therefore, Fat-tree
can provide excellent network performance. In contrast, the structure and scale of this topology are
limited by the number of ports in a switch and the average path length between servers is close to 6.
Based on folded Clos, Monsoon adopts three-level switches between the aggregation and core level, and
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adopts two-level switches between the access and aggregation levels [13]. To improve the scalability of the
network and enhance the flexibility of dynamic resource allocation, VL2 (Virtual Layer 2) was proposed to
support large-scale networks through a flexible expansion, which ensures high bandwidth between servers
[6]. ElasticTree can achieve energy saving by adjusting its network topology dynamically [14]. To address
the challenges of scale solidification in precise structures, Jellyfish was proposed to create a data center
network with different scales and incremental deployment [7]. S2 is a flexible network constructed on top-
of-rack switches, which can support coordinate-based greedy routing and multi-path routing with high
scalability [8]. The latest work of switch-centric networks includes Hyper-network [15], HyScale [16], etc.

2.2 Server-Centric Data Center Networks

In server-centric data center networks, servers undertake both data calculation and forwarding. A
remarkable feature is that each server is equipped with two or more network interface ports to participate
in the network interconnection.

To solve the scalable challenges of traditional data center networks, DCell was proposed, which
recursively defined its topology [5]. A high-level DCell is built from multiple lower-level DCells through
complete interconnection. To satisfy the requirements of a modular data center network, BCube was
proposed, where its topology is a generalized hypercube, and the adjacent servers are connected by an
n-port switch [9]. FiConn was proposed [10] to avoid the overhead of installing more extra network
interface cards (NICs). FiConn was built on the fact that each server is equipped with two NIC ports
from the factory, one for connection and the other for backup. CamCube is a modular data center network
that connects 6-port servers directly [11,12]. Each server in CamCube is equipped with six ports, and all
servers are connected in a 3D Torus topology. DPillar [17] and HCN [18] are constructed on dual-port
serve and switch. SWCube [19] adopts hypercube topology on the dual-port servers, and SWDC [20]
employs a small-work structure on the multi-port servers. The other work of switch-centric networks
includes DPCell [21], HSDC [22], etc.

3 RClos Connection

In this section, we propose a server-centric data center architecture RClos. We first present the
arrangement of devices in RClos, then describe the principle of the interconnection method.

3.1 Arrangement in RClos

RClos consists of two devices, the n-port switches and the dual-port servers. Servers and switches are

arranged in m columns separately, where m is odd with m � 3. The number of n-port switches is
n

2

� �m�1
2

in each switch column, and the number of dual-port servers is
n

2

� �mþ1
2

in each server column. Logically,

the server column and switch column in RClos are arranged alternately in the form of a circular topology.
Let S0 � Sm�1 denote the server column 0 � m� 1, and W0 � Wm�1 denote the switch column 0 ∼ m − 1,
respectively. Fig. 1 presents a vertical view of the switch column and the server column arrangement. We
can see from the vertical view, server column Si is adjacent to switch column Wi and W iþ1ð Þ mod m on left
and right sides, respectively; and switch column Wi is adjacent to server column S i�1ð Þ mod m and Si on the
left and the right sides, respectively.

Fig. 2 provides a plan view of a RClos network with m ¼ 5 and n ¼ 4. From Fig. 2, each switch is
identified by its row and column coordinate. Let w1; w2ð Þ denote a switch located in row w1 and column

w2, where w1 and w2 take values from 0;
n

2

� �m�1
2

� �
and 0; m½ Þ, respectively. Similarly, each server is
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identified by its row and column coordinates. Let s1; s2ð Þ denote the server located in row s1 and column s2,

where s1 and s2 take values from 0;
n

2

� �mþ1
2

� �
and 0; m½ Þ, respectively.

Figure 1: The vertical view of the RClos network structure

Figure 2: The plan view of a RClos network structure
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From Fig. 2 and the above description, we learn that each RClos network is defined by n and m, where n
is the number of ports in a switch and m is the number of columns of switch or server in RClos. Thus, let
RClos n; mð Þ represent the RClos network composed of m-column servers and switches. Fig. 2 provides a
plan view of RClos 4; 5ð Þ, which includes five columns of switches and five columns of servers. Without
consideration of these dual-port servers, the fabric of switches in RClos 4; 5ð Þ forms a circular
interconnected 5-level Clos structure.

3.2 RClos Connection

For the convenience of description, we divide ports in a switch into the left and the right side as shown in

the plan view, and each part contains a half the number of ports, i.e.,
n

2
. Switch ports in each part are

numbered from top to bottom, which takes value from 0;
n

2

h �
. For server s1; s2ð Þ and switch w1; w2ð Þ,

we describe the interconnection based on coordinates.

Rule 1: a server connects to the switch in its left switch column. In server column Si, each server s1; s2ð Þ
connects to the right port of its left switch column. Server s1; s2ð Þ connects to switch w1; w2ð Þ with w1 ¼ s1,

and w2 ¼
s2 � s2 mod

n

2

� �
n=2

.

The connection rules of the switch on the right side of a server is divided into three parts:

Rule 2: a server in column S0 connects to the switch in column H1. A server s1; 0ð Þ in column So

connects to switch w1; w2ð Þ in column H0, with w1 ¼ s1 � s1mod
n2

4

� �� �
=
n2

4
þ n

2

� �m�3
2 � s1 mod

n

2

� �
and w2 ¼ 1.

Rule 3: server in column Si connects to switch in columnWiþ1 with i 2 1; m� 1½ Þ. As shown in Fig. 3,
without the connection between column Sm�1 and column Wm�1, RClos n; mð Þ can be treated as a modular
recursive interconnection of C n; mð Þ, which contains server columns S0 and Sm�1, switch columns H0 and

Hm�1, and modular C n; m� 2ð Þ from 0 to
n

2
� 1. In each C n; m� 2ð Þ, servers in the first column use Rule 2

to connect to its left switch column. This process recursively continues until server column Sm�3
2
. For server

column Si with i 2 m� 1

2
; m� 1

� �
and switch column Wiþ1, the connection is fully symmetric with that

from server column Sm�s2�1 to switch column Wm�s2 .
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Figure 3: The modular recursive interconnection of C n; mð Þ
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Rule 4: server in column Sm�1 connects to switch in column W0. Server s1; m� 1ð Þ in column Sm�1

directly connects to switch w1; 0ð Þ in column W0 with w1 ¼
s1 � s1 mod

n

2

� �
n=2

.

Through the above connection, the fabric of switches forms a ring Clos network structure. Logically, a
RClos structure is built by inserting a dual-port server into two adjacent switches in the ring Clos network.
Based on the dual-port server, RClos inherits advantages and characteristics of the Clos structure, which can
achieve a high performance in the resulting architecture of the data center network.

4 Properties of RClos

In this section, we describe the structural properties of RClos in terms of network scale, bisection
bandwidth, and network diameter.

4.1 Network Scale

Network scale is a key concern of data center network performance. The number of servers reflects the
computing and storage capability of a data center, which represents the scalability of the network structure.

Theorem 1: In a RClos n; mð Þ network, the number of n-port switches is Nn;m ¼ m
n

2

� �m�1
2
, and the

number of dual-port servers is Tn;m ¼ m
n

2

� �mþ1
2
.

Proof: According to its arrangement, the number of server columns and switch column is m in

RClos n; mð Þ. From the construction, we learn that the number of switches in each column is
n

2

� �m�1
2
, and

the number of servers in each column is
n

2

� �mþ1
2
. Therefore, the total number of switches is

Nn;m ¼ m
n

2

� �m�1
2
and the total number of servers is Tn;m ¼ m

n

2

� �mþ1
2
. End Proof.

As we learn from Theorem 1, with given m, the number of servers Tn;m increases in power law with the
number of switch ports n. With a given n, the number of servers Tn;m increases in a compound law of
linearity and exponentially with the number of columns m. This indicates that RClos enjoys excellent
scalability to construct large-scale data center networks. For example, given n ¼ 24, RClos 24; 5ð Þ built
on m ¼ 5 can accommodate 720 24-port switches and 8640 dual-port servers; with n ¼ 48, the number
of switches and servers in RClos 48; 5ð Þ is 2880 and 69120, respectively. Given m ¼ 7, RClos 24; 7ð Þ can
accommodate 12096 24-port switches and 145152 dual-port servers; it is 96768 and 2322432 in
RClos 48; 5ð Þ, respectively. With two alterable parameters n and m, RClos n; mð Þ can satisfy the demand
of various data center networks scale.

4.2 Bisection Bandwidth

Bisection bandwidth is the minimum number of links to be cut off to divide the network into two equal
parts. A large bisection bandwidth indicates that the network architecture embraces excellent fault tolerance.
For bisection bandwidth in RClos n; mð Þ, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 2: The bisection bandwidth of RClos n; mð Þ is Bn;m ¼ 2 � n

2

� �mþ1
2
.

As we learn from the construction, RClos n; mð Þ is symmetrical. Therefore, we can adopt the same
method in [17,23] to split a network into two parts in both vertical and horizontal directions to obtain
bisection bandwidth.
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Proof: Considering the completely non-block properties of Clos structure, we learn that there is a loop
between each pair of switches in column W0 and Wm�1 through a switch in the middle column Wm�1

2
. In a

RClos n; mð Þ, there are at least
n

2

� �mþ1
2

circle paths of this kind. Therefore, to divide a RClos n; mð Þ into
two equal parts in a vertical direction, each circle path will be cut off at least two times. Thus, we get the

number 2 � n

2

� �mþ1
2
in vertical bisection.

Considering the bisection of a RClos n; mð Þ in a horizontal bisection. When n ¼ 4k, we know that
n

2

� �m�1
2

is even. Thus, it needs to cut off 2 � n

2

� �mþ1
2

links to divide RClos n; mð Þ into two equal parts,

where the links locate between server column S0 and switch column W1, and between server column

Sm�2 and switch column Wm�1. When n ¼ 4k þ 2,
n

2

� �m�1
2

is odd. To divide a RClos n; mð Þ into two

equal parts, one should cut off 2 � n

2

� �mþ1
2
as that in n ¼ 4k and divide a module C n; m� 2ð Þ recursively

in horizontal bisection. Thus, the total quantity of links to be cut off is greater than 2 � n

2

� �mþ1
2
: Consider

the result in horizontal and vertical bisection, we get Bn;m ¼ 2 � n

2

� �mþ1
2
in RClos n; mð Þ. End Proof.

With the number of servers m
n

2

� �mþ1
2
, Theorem 2 shows that the bisection bandwidth of RClos n; mð Þ is

2 � n

2

� �mþ1
2
. Thus, the standardized bisection bandwidth is

4

m
. For example, the bisection bandwidth of

RClos 24; 5ð Þ is 3456, with a standardized bisection bandwidth of 0.8. Considering the growth law of the
number of servers, the RClos enjoys a large bisection bandwidth, which indicates that the RClos can
provide fault tolerance and multi-path routing.

4.3 Path Length

Network diameter is the maximum value of the shortest path length between any two servers, where a
small diameter can shorten transmission delay and improve transmission efficiency. For the maximum path
length between any two switches in a RClos n; mð Þ, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 3: In a RClos n; mð Þ, the maximum path length between two switches is dn;m ¼ m� 1.

Proof: From the plan view of RClos n; mð Þ, we learn that the network is symmetric about the switch

column
m� 1

2
. The path length from switch column

m� 1

2
to the symmetric column on both sides is

equal. Consider the fabric of switches without servers, let dn;m denote the maximum path length between
two switches in a C n; mð Þ module. According to the construction process, we have dn;m ¼ 2þ dn;m�2.
According to the Clos structure, we have dn;3 ¼ 2. Therefore, we have dn;m ¼ m� 1 in a RClos n; mð Þ.
End Proof.

From the perspective of the server, the longest path between any two dual-port servers will pass through
at most dn;m ¼ m� 1 switches in a RClos n; mð Þ. Therefore, we have the following corollary:

Corollary 1: In a RClos n; mð Þ, the network diameter Dn;m ¼ m.

The above theorem and corollary show that the network diameter of RClos n; mð Þ increases linearly with
the number of columns m. Consider network scale Tn;m ¼ m

n

2

� �mþ1
2
, large-scale RClos n; mð Þ can maintain a

small network diameter with an increment of the number of servers. For example, RClos 48; 7ð Þ can
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accommodate millions of servers with a diameter of 7; RClos n; 5ð Þwith a diameter of 5 can meet the demand
of tens of thousands of servers. RClos n; mð Þ achieves a large network scale with a small diameter, which is
essential in the construction of large-scale and high-performance data center networks.

4.4 Network Scale with Given Diameter

With a given network diameter, we consider the number of servers that a RClos n; mð Þ can
accommodate. Given network diameter d, we have the following theorem:

Theorem 4: Given network diameter d, a RClos can accommodate d
n

2

� �dþ1
2
servers, where d is an odd

number.

Proof: According to Theorem 1 and Corollary 1, we substitute network diameter d ¼ m into the formula

Tn;m ¼ m
n

2

� �mþ1
2
, then we obtain the number d

n

2

� �dþ1
2
. End Proof.

This theorem shows that given network diameter d, the number of servers increases on power law with
the number of ports n in a switch in RClos. Given d ¼ 5, the number of servers in RClos is 8640 when
n ¼ 24, and it is 69120 when n ¼ 48. Given a network diameter d ¼ 7, the number of servers is
145152 and 2322432 when n ¼ 24 and n ¼ 48, respectively. Considering the growth law of network
scale, RClos n; 5ð Þ or RClos n; 7ð Þ can satisfy the construction of large-scale data centers.

5 RClos Experiments

In this section, we conduct numerical experiments on the proposed RClos, including the path length
under different scales of network, and the path length under different ratios of server failure.

5.1 Path Length

To verify the advantage of the short path in RClos n; mð Þ, we study the path length between switches and
servers, and the path length distribution between servers in RClos n; 5ð Þ.

Fig. 4 presents the average path length between servers and switches in s n; 5ð Þ. As we can see, the average
path length between servers and switches increases with the number of ports n in a switch, with a diameter of
5 in RClos n; 5ð Þ. With the number of ports n in a switch increasing from n ¼ 8 to n ¼ 32, the average path
length between servers increases by 10.6% to 3.44, and the average path length between switches increases by
9.7% to 3.10. In comparison, Fat-tree has an average path length close to 6 with a network diameter of 6.
Considering that a RClos n; 5ð Þ can accommodate hundreds of thousands of servers, the path length is small
in RClos n; 5ð Þ, which contributes to higher performance routing transmission.
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Figure 4: The average path length between servers and switches in RClos n; 5ð Þ
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Fig. 5 provides the histogram of path length distribution between servers and switches in RClos 16; 5ð Þ
and RClos 24; 5ð Þ. Fig. 5 shows that the distance between servers in RClos n; 5ð Þ is concentrated on 3 and 4,
and only a small path length ratio reaches the network diameter of 5. The path length distribution between
switches is similar, while the maximum path length between switches is 4. By studying path length
distribution between servers in RClos 16; 5ð Þ and RClos 24; 5ð Þ, we can find that the proportion of short
path decreases with the increment of the number of ports n in a switch, and the proportion of long path
increases. For example, in RClos 16; 5ð Þ and RClos 24; 5ð Þ, the proportion of path of length 2 is about
8.12% and 11.8%, while the proportion of path with a length of 4 is about 39.4% and 42.2%,
respectively. With an increment of the number of ports in a switch, a large proportion of long paths leads
to an increment in average path length between servers.

5.2 Fault Tolerance

Fig. 6 presents the network diameter and path length with the ratio of server failure in RClos 16; 5ð Þ and
RClos 24; 5ð Þ. With a given failure ratio, the result is an average of 10 rounds. With an increment of the ratio
of server failure, the average path length between servers increases slightly, while the network diameter
increases significantly. As the ratio of server failure increases from 0% to 16%, the path length between
servers increases by 32.0% to 4.49%. The path length between servers in RClos 24; 5ð Þ increases by
42.1% to 4.73%. Thus, the proposed network embraces an excellent fault tolerance, which maintains a
small average path length between servers under a large proportion of server failure.
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The experimental results show that RClos n; mð Þ can provide a small network diameter and average path
length between servers, and also maintains the property under a high ratio of server failure. Therefore,
RClos n; mð Þ can construct data center networks with a high network performance and a high fault tolerance.

6 Conclusion

To settle the challenges of the long routing paths and low fault tolerance, this paper proposed RClos to
meet the construction requirements of a high-performance data center network. Logically, the fabric of
switches in RClos forms a ring Clos network, and a RClos is built by inserting a dual-port server into
adjacent switches. RClos inherits the characteristics of its embedded Clos structure, which embraces a
large network scale, a short routing path, and a high fault tolerance. For example, RClos 24; 5ð Þ and
RClos 48; 5ð Þ can accommodate 8640 and 69120 servers with a network diameter of 5, respectively. The
average path length between servers is 3.44, and the standardized bisection bandwidth is 0.8 in
RClos 32; 5ð Þ. In future work, we will focus on routing scheduling mechanisms and multi-path routing in
application deployment [24,25].
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